
In a virtual or hybrid workplace, it's critical to build

deliberate opportunites and structures for: 

Social connection- establishing and deepening them

Re-energizing the team with levity, laughter and fun

Learning + growing together

Assessing what we are doing and how we are being

as a team or organization

Building + aligining on purpose, strategy and culture  

All of these elements are interconnected and
can be brought to life and reinforced by
carefully designed experiences. 

INTRODUCING

TAILORED

GATHERINGS

Hit pause on the endless To Do's.

Take time out.

Gather with intention, outside the flow of work. 
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Pivot HR Services 



Design session with the leadership team to uncover and refine purpose and desired

outcomes

Source potential add-on services (eg. gifts, prizes, special guests) and propose an

agenda 

In-house expert facilitation of:

A variety of soft skill and/or leadership development sessions 

Team-building activities

Strategic planning

Participative feedback and design sessions on culture, values or strategy

Dynamic hosting, coordination and communications support

Often called offsites or retreats, we are reimagining the power and impact of these

sessions in a virtual world, to build tighter bonds, empathy, and alignment; to fuel up for

the times in between when collaboration, creativity, focus and hard-work must endure.

We have never needed connection more – the time is now to engage with your team and

revitalize your organization. 

We work with leadership teams to tailor each event to the specific needs and goals of

your company and culture. Here’s a snapshot of our Tailored Gatherings design and

execution services:

Tap into our deep expertise as People & Culture leaders, facilitators and coaches. Let our

enthusiastic, warm and upbeat presence help revitalize and re-connect your team and

organization. Connect with us to find out more about our unique approach to virtual

retreats. Let’s plan your next Tailored Gathering.

Reach out and let's chat. 

You need a tailored gathering.  

gaby@gabyfisch.com  | www.linkedin.com/in/gabyfisch/

robin@pivothrservices.ca | www.linkedin.com/in/robinturnill
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